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Nathaniel Bronner: To escape fear, you have to go through it, not around. 

 

Female: You are listening to brotheroftheword.com.  This is part 2 of the 

series titled, “Overcoming Fear - Face your Fears, What’s on Your 

Pole” by Nathaniel Bronner.  This message is number 5686.  

That’s 5686.  Listen to over a thousand free messages on 

brothersoftheword.com. 

 

(Music Playing) 

 

Female: And now for 5686, Overcoming Fear part 2 - Face Your Fears, 

What’s on Your Pole. 

 

Nathaniel Bronner: Welcome to Brothers of the Word because brother, you need 

the word.  And today, we’re into part 2 of a series called, 

“Overcoming Fear” and part 1 was entitled “What in the World 

are you Afraid Of?”  Know the truth about what you’re really 

afraid of and today our scripture comes from the Book of 

Numbers, 21st chapter beginning at the 6th verse, “And the Lord 

sent fiery serpents among the people and they bit the people and 

much people of Israel died.  Therefore, the people came to Moses 

and said, ‘We have sinned for we have spoken against the Lord 

and against thee.  Pray unto the Lord that he takes away the 

serpents from us.’  And Moses prayed for the people and the Lord 

said unto Moses, ‘Make thee a fiery serpent and set it upon a pole 

and it shall come to pass that everyone that is bitten when he 

looketh upon it shall live.’  And Moses made a serpent of brass 

and put it on a pole and it came to pass that if a serpent had bitten 

any man when he beheld the serpent of brass, he lived.” 

 

 And I want to speak today on this second part of Overcoming 

Fear, face your fears, what’s on your pole?  And this represents a 

pole.  There’s nothing on the top of it, but I asked you the question, 

“What’s on your pole?”  The children of Israel had sinned and God 

sent among them not just regular snakes, but fiery serpents.  And 

people, I’ll tell you, a regular snake scares most people to death 

as it is.  And I never will forget at my house and I was coming in 

the garage and my son Christian came and said, “Daddy!  Daddy!  

There’s a lizard on the steps going into the house!”  And he came 

to me because he knows I’m not afraid of lizards and we live on 

the water.  So sometimes a lizard or two will get in the house and 

usually, I’ll always just cup the lizard in my hand, pick the lizard 

up, take the lizard out and put him outside. 
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 People, that’s why you got to understand what’s really dangerous 

and what’s not.  A lizard won’t hurt you; they won’t bite.  But 

people are afraid of them because they don’t know.  So, I pick the 

lizard up, cup it in my hand, take it outside.  Well, when I got to 

this lizard, Christian said, “Daddy, there’s a lizard on the steps.”  

And he was not your normal gray lizard.  This lizard had a fiery 

red head.  And this Christian said, “And daddy, he’s got a red 

head.”  Now, I looked at this lizard and this lizard had a bright 

flaming red head.  There was something about this red-headed 

lizard I did not want to pick up.  I’ve never seen a red-headed 

lizard like that.  So, I said, “My goodness!  This fellow here, this 

is not an ordinary lizard!”  So, I had to go get me a box.  So, I could 

imagine if I have the apprehension about just a red-headed lizard, 

what about snakes on fire? 

 

 So, I could imagine how the children of Israel felt with fiery 

snakes and then the snakes bit the folk and the folk died from the 

bite and they went to Moses and said, “Moses, pray to God and 

ask the Lord, please, what do we do about these fiery snakes?”  

And he said, “Make an image of brass and put in on a pole and as 

the people look at the image of the snake on the brass pole, they 

shall live.” 

 

00:05:04 

 

People, you have to face your fears.  And yet, how do we face our 

fears?  How do we handle that?  We’ve got so many things 

oftentimes that we are afraid of, but many times when we look at 

our fears and the things that we truly fear, we find that they 

really won’t hurt us and there’s really nothing to be afraid of. 

 

 You see, a wise bird knows that a scarecrow is simply an 

advertisement.  It announces that, “Here’s some very juicy and 

delicious fruit to be had just for the picking.”  A wise bird knows.  

See, a scarecrow can’t harm the bird at all.  It’s just stuffed with 

straw and just two sticks stick in there, but most birds will see 

the scarecrow, scares them to death and they never get the fruit.  

I’m here to declare to you today people, you’ve got some 

scarecrows in your life.  It won’t hurt you, won’t harm you, but 

you’re scared to death of something that will do you no harm.  But 

it blocks you from the fruit of life that God has for you and you’ll 

never know until you face the fear that confronts you. 
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 Yesterday, at our trade show, the World Congress Center, I’m 

going to get me something to eat and I was sitting there eating 

and I was in the CNN Center.  And I had my food eating and in 

the CNN Center, in the food court, they have this gigantic screen 

of CNN that plays all of the time and normally, I don’t watch the 

news.  So, there I am watching this huge screen with CNN on it 

and they’re talking about all of this negative stuff going on in the 

world.  And all of this tragedy and all of this stuff and murder and 

calamity and all of this stuff going on while I’m eating and that’s 

why what you watch and what you associate with, what you 

ingest gets in you. 

 

 And the next night, last night as I was in my prayer, I didn’t even 

know why but I began to pray for the safety of my children and it 

wasn’t later on, I realize I was praying for the safety of my 

children because of all of the mess I had ingested watching CNN.  

And it got my spirit just all fearful because you watch all this 

stuff.  I said, “Oh Lord, I just saw young men get killed.”  I said, 

“Lord, protect my children.”  So, I’m there at night praying, 

“Protect my four boys.”  And God answered me -- and the answer 

that he gave me, I want to tell you because it applies to you too 

because it was a deep answer and it took me a second or two to 

realize the truthfulness and the impact of the answer as God 

answered my plea from ingesting all of this mess that brought 

fear. 

 

 “Lord, protect my children.”  And God spoke this to me, he said, 

“They’re not your children.  They’re my children.”  It sent a chill 

through me.  And then I realize another level of that.  I’m his 

child.  So, when you understand whose child you are, it changes 

your fear level.  And see, we sometimes forget whose daddy we 

have.  And we think only on the carnal plane, they’re not your 

children.  You’re just a caretaker and they’re just sent through 

you.  They’re my children and when we understand the higher 

level of existence and we understand that God has angels all 

around us. 

 

In three days, we’re going on our brother’s trip and our brother’s 

trip, this time, we’re going to the Isle of Patmos which is where 

John the revelator wrote the book of Revelation and many of the 

times, you don’t know whether the real historical place is a real 

historical place, but I know the Isle of Patmos as the Isle of 

Patmos is in Greece, it’s going to take 24 hours to get there and 

it’s my year to choose where we go. 
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 And God just breathed into my spirit, the Isle of Patmos but the 

challenge is right now in Greece, all kinds of stuff going on in 

Greece.  They had had one of the greatest economic turmoil in 

Greece because the currency has gone and departed, the 

businesses are collapsing, the people are writing in the streets 

and now they have a huge wave of refugees coming from the Mid-

East because all of the war in Mid-East and it said they’re piling 

up by the boatloads on the Grecian shores and they herd them 

into stadium and they got riot police in the street.  So, I’m looking 

at all of this stuff going on in Greece.  But I said, “Lord, this is 

where you told me to go.”  And wherever you told me to go, you 

will protect me while I am there. 

 

00:10:11 

 

 So, I don’t care what they’re doing in Greece.  I am your child.  

And sometimes, people, we have to face our fear and we look at 

the serpent on the pole or we look at whatever is on our pole, what 

are you afraid of?  You’ve got to face the thing that is causing the 

fear.  You’ve got to face the scarecrows in your life, so that you 

can move to the next level where God wants you to go. 

 

You see, the first fear in the bible was because of sin.  Genesis 3:9, 

“And the Lord called unto Adam and said unto him, “Where art 

thou?”  And he said, “I heard thy voice in the garden and I was 

afraid because I was naked and I hid myself.”  God asked Adam, 

“Who told you that you were naked?  Who told you that you ought 

to be afraid of whatever it is that you’re afraid of?” 

 

 See, as I thought about it, the thing that had me scared was 

because of what CNN said.  And see, if you pronounce it, CNN is 

pronounced “Sin.”  So, I was listening to sin and sin got me scared.  

Who told you?  And see, why should you be scared of being naked?  

There was no one in the garden but Adam and Eve.  People, I’ve 

got some shocking news for you, but my lump of sugar has seen 

the pastor absolutely naked.  I know that’s shocking to you.  Now, 

some of you are married, I mean some people just everything in 

the dark, you ain’t know what your spouse like naked.  But I’m 

here to tell you.  So, if the only folk on the earth was Adam and 

Eve, who else was it to be ashamed of?  But you see how sin brings 

a distortion into your reality.  There was nobody else but Adam 

and Eve.  I hid myself from my wife because I was naked and his 

wife has already seen him naked and go from his sin, I hid myself. 
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 Sin will distort your reality.  And it distorted my reality, it will 

make it look everything in the world going on and there’s nothing 

going on in true reality and retrospect, and many of our fears, we 

created. 

 

Dr. Jerome Frank, he was a professor of psychiatry, Johns 

Hopkins University.  He was flying across the U.S. a long time 

ago.  This was before all of the modern security measures, before 

you had to go through the metal detector.  There was a time where 

you could just meet somebody at the gate when the plane come in.  

You could walk on, nobody checked anything.  For those of you 

who remember those days of flying, this was in those days.  So, he 

sat beside a man on a coast to coast flight and the man said, “You 

know, I used to be deathly afraid of flying.  It all started by the 

news story that he read about a man who brought a bomb aboard 

a plane to blow up the plane trying to kill his mother-in-law.” 

 

 And he said, “I could never get it out of my mind that someone on 

board one of my flights might also be carrying a bomb trying to 

kill somebody.”  So, Dr. Frank asked the man.  He said, “Well, 

how did you deal with that problem?”  He said, “Well, I went to 

one of those special schools for people who are afraid of flying and 

they told me that there was only one chance in 10,000 that 

someone would bring a bomb onboard my flight.”  He said, “That 

didn’t make me feel any better.”  But I thought about it.  I said, 

“It’s also just too close.  Then I reasoned that if it was one in 

10,000 chances someone will be aboard to flight with one bomb, 

there was only one in a 100 million chance that someone will be 

aboard with two bombs and that brought me peace.” 

 

So, Dr. Frank said, “Wait a minute, how did that bring you peace 

knowing that if there’s only one in 10,000 chances someone on 

board with one bomb and if somebody’s on board with two bombs 

and only one in 100, how did that bring you peace?” 

 

 And the man looked at him and said, “I always bring a bomb with 

me when I fly.”  So, see, sometimes, fear will literally cause us to 

blow ourselves up and put ourselves into harm.  Do you know how 

many car fatalities are caused by insects flying in the car? 

 

00:15:05 

 

I mean a bee flies in the car, you’re barreling on the highway, a 

bee flies in the car, “Oh my goodness!”   Oh, my goodness it went 
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right into a light pole because the bee has flown into the car.  They 

carry a bug with them and the bee is not -- do you remember the 

case of where I was preaching and everybody was looking because 

there was a wasp flying in the church and I held out my hand and 

I said, “You all do not need to be afraid of this wasp.”  And do you 

all remember what happened?  The wasp literally was flying out 

in the congregation, came lit into my hand and walked around in 

my hand for four minutes as I’m standing here preaching. 

 

 So, I’m sitting here with a full-grown wasp in my hand delivering 

a sermon and didn’t bat an eye didn’t miss a word and the wasp 

never harmed me.  But, if I had been scared and I had been 

batting at the wasp, the wasp would have been felt threatened 

and I would have had a greater, high, much probability of being 

stung by the wasp.  Sometimes our fear causes us to carry a bomb 

into our situation.  

 

And I told you the story before of how I was in Arizona, I was up 

on a mountain.  I was with a guide and the guide says, “It’s 

traditional for people to come here, just pray for God to answer 

any prayer” and I prayed for God.  I said, “Lord, I don’t like 

unsupported height.  Take the fear from me of being up on this 

mountain.”  And God spoke to me, he said, “Go stand on the edge.”  

Basically, when I had to go and stand on that thing, a thousand 

feet down, (00:16:51) on edge.  I had got all the way up to the edge, 

and stand there, no railing, no nothing, just a straight drop.  God 

says, “I cannot remove the fear until you’re willing to look at the 

snake on the pole, until you’re willing to face the fear.” 

 

And see, sometimes, people, God cannot remove the fear until 

you’re willing to just look at that thing straight in the eye, stand 

at the very edge of it and understand that it’s not going to harm 

you because see, one thing I can tell you people, pastor was not 

about to fall over that edge.  I had my legs locked and solid even 

if a wind had blown me, I went back to go to go over that edge.  

And I wasn’t going to stand there stupid doing all this kind of 

stuff, I wasn’t about to fall off that edge.  But I was scared to even 

get close to the edge because I did not like unsupported heights.  

So, we have to learn how to face our fears. 

 

Richard Norton said, “To escape fear, you have to go through it, 

not around.”  Another great philosopher said this, “Fear is the 

path to the dark side.  Fear leads to anger.  Anger leads to hate.  
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Hate leads to suffering.”  And that was by the great philosopher 

Yoda of Star Wars.  People, we got to face our fear. 

 

Someone came to me not long ago as I began the session and said, 

“Pastor, I’m just terrified of bridges.  Can’t stand to go across 

bridges” and he told me the story, they were going out of state and 

it was a bridge going across the border.  Said, “I wouldn’t drive 

across that bridge.  I drove four hours out of the way to go around 

that bridge.”  And he said, “I’m working on it.  I’m going to conquer 

my fear of bridges.” 

 

 And people, we have snakes that we’re afraid of, but the only way 

you can go around it if you’re ever going to encounter it, you got 

to go through the thing.  You got to go across the bridge and I’m 

going to give you just a quick three-step process to deal with and 

try to conquer fears that you have and face them.  Number one, 

“Is this a fear that I need to conquer?”  That’s the first question.  

See, I have a fear of unsupported heights and one of the things 

when I sometimes see it in movies on television, I fear mountain 

climbing.  I see people rappel down the mountain, you can throw 

a hook, you’re hanging on these ropes going at the side of the 

mountain.  I’m just scared of mountain climbing. 

 

 So, the first question you ask yourself, “Is this a fear that I need 

to conquer?”  My answer to that, no.  I’m not going mountain 

climbing.  That’s not on my bucket list.  That’s not something I 

need to conquer.  So, I am afraid of mountain climbing, but that 

is not something that I need to conquer, so I am going to stay 

scared of mountain climbing and you’re just never going to see 

pastor climbing up and hanging.  If you ever see a picture with 

somebody hanging on the side of the mountain.  You can say it 

one thing for sure.  That’s not pastor.  So, first question, “Is this 

a fear that I need to conquer?”  And if a thing is not bothering you 

in life, if it’s not something that you’re going to practically face, 

then you really don’t need to worry about conquering it, you may 

have a fear of red-headed lizard.  I’ve only seen one.  So, that may 

not be something you need to conquer.  You just go around the 

room if you see it, you just call somebody just to come in there and 

get that lizard.  It may not be a fear that you truly need to 

conquer. 

 

00:20:16 
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 Number two, get the facts.  What are the chances something will 

happen to me as I drive across the bridge?  So, when you 

understand the facts, you understand that the bridges are not 

really a danger.  As a matter of fact, I went to school at Eckerd 

College in St. Petersburg, it’s next to the water and out of my 

window, I could see a picture of what’s called the “Sunshine 

Skyway Bridge.”  It’s a huge bridge that stretches across a big 

bay.  After I graduated from school, a few years after that, a big 

barge or freighter ran into the bridge, knocked the section of the 

bridge out and a bus-load of folks dropped into the water and died. 

 

 So, can you die from freighter hitting a bridge and knocking the 

bus or the cars into the water?  Absolutely.  But what are the 

chances of that?  What are the chances of me driving across the 

bridge and something knocked the bridge or earthquake take the 

bridge out just as I’m driving across?  Possible, but it’s not likely 

at all.  And if I go back to Florida, I’ll go right across the Sunshine 

Skyway not worrying about if a freighter is going to hit that 

bridge because it is extremely unlikely.  So, if you get the facts, 

the facts will help you and then when you understand that you 

are a child of God, nothing is going to happen to you. 

 

 Because if you’re out of the will of God, you got problems, I don’t 

care where you are.  So, when you understand and then I used to 

fly a small private plane.  I start flying and I start flying because 

sometimes I take off, I come in, that plane had all kind of issues, 

a little bit of plane, you needed to turn the plane around while it’s 

on the ground, you just pick the back end and swung it around.  

It was just that light.  So sometimes, I’m coming in for a landing 

and a gust of wind hit it, tip the plane, I said, “Whoa, this thing 

is dangerous.”  I check the facts.  My insurance quadrupled.  If 

you are a private pilot, my insurance literally went fourfold.  And 

at the time my second son, Joe had just been born.  So, I looked.  

I said, “First of all Lord, every time I come in for a landing, I’m up 

flying, I hear the air pocket is being dropped a hundred feet and 

all it will send my stomach up in my throat.  This thing got me a 

little scared.” 

 

Then I checked the facts and I found out one of 200 private pilots 

end up dying.  I said, “That’s why insurance went up fourfold.”  

So, when I check the facts, I said, “This thing is dangerous” and I 

quit flying right then.  And I’m not going back up in a private 

plane.  Now commercial, whole different ball game.  Safe as it can 

be but a little motorized wheelbarrow?  That had a legitimate 
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realistic risk.  So, check the facts and it is the fear that I need to 

conquer.  Not really because I go up commercial now.  So, I didn’t 

to really face it.  It was a legitimate fear. 

 

 Third thing is you need to hook up with someone who isn’t afraid 

in facing.  See, you ever do want to conquer going across a bridge, 

you can’t ride with somebody scared to go across the bridge too.  

You understand what I mean?  You can’t ride with somebody 

scared to go across the bridge too.  You look over there and they 

just whitened up or holding onto the door.  You don’t need that.  

You need to ride with somebody who will run across the bridge.  

So, who you attach yourself to, the information, the vibration and 

all that -- so, just those three quick things.  Number one, “Decide, 

is this a fear that you really truly need to conquer?”  A lot of our 

fears, we really don’t ever have to face.  We won’t have to ever 

really conquer them, get the facts on it and then you hook up with 

someone who is not afraid of whatever it is you want to conquer.   

 

And then see, most of you never have to deal with snakes.  I have 

a lake in my backyard, I swim in my lake.  It’s got snakes in it.  

And everybody, a big grown man, they’re just as scared as they 

can be of snakes.  I said that didn’t bother me.  I’m more afraid of 

dying from a heart attack because I don’t exercise and then I said, 

“Who do you know ever been bitten by a snake, much better killed 

by snake?  Do you know anybody?”  “No.”  “Exactly!”  So, I swim 

in the lake.  Therefore, I needed to conquer a fear of snakes if I 

was going to expose myself to. 

 

There’s something about fear that just attract stuff to you.  That’s 

why Joe said, “The very thing I feared has come upon me.”  You 

fear some stuff; it just draws it to you.  So, when you’re even 

crying, it’s been proven that criminals automatically gravitate to 

folk who look scared.  I go everywhere in the world.  Folks know 

who’s with me.  First of all, I don’t look like I’m scared.  I don’t 

walk like I’m scared.  You can fool with me if you want to, I don’t 

walk like I’m scared and it makes a difference.  Folks can look at 

you and tell if they’re going to have a fight on their hand if they 

fool with you.  They want somebody scared. 

 

00:25:00 

 

So, fear itself draws the thing to you.  So, just those three things 

will help you to conquer and to face your fear.  Is this something 

you really need to conquer?  Get the facts and hook up with 
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someone who isn’t afraid and face it.  Fear knocked at the door.  

Faith answered and no one was there.  And there’s some other 

parts of this series where there are things that we face and they’re 

not objects or critters, but they’re things that hold us back from 

our destiny because we have a fear of stepping out and I’m going 

to deal with some of that because you will never go to great 

heights scared.  You’ll never find anyone at the top of a mountain 

of any sort scared.  You’ve got to have some boldness and some 

audacity in life if you’re going to achieve and if you’re going to 

ever fulfill that which God has destined for you to do. 

 

 We thank you for joining us today at Brothers of the Word because 

brother, you need the word.  Amen.  Amen. 

 

Female: You are listening to brotheroftheword.com.  This was part 2 of the 

series titled, “Overcoming Fear - Face Your Fears, What’s on Your 

Pole” by Nathaniel Bronner.  This message is number 5686.  

That’s 5686.  To listen to over a thousand free messages or to send 

this message number 5686 to a friend, go to 

brothersoftheword.com.  Listen to brothersoftheword.com often 

because brother, you’ll need the word. 

 

(Music Playing) 

 

00:26:52 
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